
Structure interpretation from 
nanocrystallography 

In vivo grown protein nano crystals open  
new routes in structural biology 

•  Introduction 
 Structural Biology Today and in Future 

•  Nano Crystals for X-FEL Applications 
-  in vivo grown nano crystals and  features for structural biology 
-  preparing nano Xtals applying latest combined analytical and robotic  
  techniques 



Inhalt Structural Biology & Structural Systems Biology  
Structure Based Drug Discovery 

VLS: Virtual Ligand Screening 

SGD: Structure guided discovery 

B. Rupp, Biomolecular Crystallography 

Structural Biology covers 
-  Proteinchemistry and Molecular   
  Biology 
-  X-ray Crystallography 
  in the future also FEL            
  based methods 
- NMR 
- Electronmicroscopy 
-  Masspectroscopy 
-  Compound Screening for Drug  
  Discovery 





Deposited Structures 

History and Future of 
Radiation Sources 
in use to analyse 

Biomolecules 

Progress in Structural Biology 



Inhalt Kristallisation 
Bottleneck in Structural Systems Biology:  
  is crystallization  

http://targetdb.sbkb.org/statistics/ 



Inhalt Kristallisation 
Bottleneck in Structural Systems Biology 
crystallization : 

Free Electron Lasers will certainly help to close this bottleneck 



Inhalt Kristallisation 
Structural Systems Biology 

Free Electron Lasers will certainly help to close this bottleneck 



Unique Radiation 
Sources at DESY 

Infection Research from 
Molecules to Man 

 

Structural Biology & Infection Biology 



Training and Research in Structural 
Infection Biology at UHH & UzL 



Structural Biology and Drug Discovery 
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Spellberg et al., 
Clin Infect Dis., 46(2):155-64 (2008) 

Antibiotic development: costs for 
 R&D and market launch 



Onchocerca volvolus – River blindness 

fundet German-African network in Infectious Biology: 
Entitled: Analysis of Host-Parasite Cross-Talk 

The research network is headed by: 
Eva Liebau, University of Münster 



Examples - Research Topics 
on emerging and re-emerging diseases 

nmatode, Wuchereria bancrofti  

Human lymphatic filariasis affects 
more than 120 million people in the 
tropical and subtropical areas 

Wuchereria bancrofti accounts for 
more than 90% of lymphatic filarial 
infection in humans  

•  these are divided into 3 groups according to the niche 
within the body that they occupy:  

•  Lymphatic Filariasis 

•  Subcutaneous Filariasis 

•  Serous Cavity Filariasis 

•  worms occuping the lymphatic system, cause chronic 
cases known as Elephantiasis 

Filariasis: 

•  is a parasitic and infectious tropical disease that is 
caused by filarial nematode worms  

•  in the superfamily "filariae" there are 9 known filarial 
nematodes which use humans as the definitive host 



Examples - Research Topics 
on emerging and re-emerging diseases 

Filariasis Onchocerciasis: 

•  Onchocerciasis : River Blindness  

•  Lymphatic Filariasis 

•  Subcutaneous Filariasis 

•  Serous Cavity Filariasis 

•  worm larvae migrate to the subcutaneous  tissue 

•  and the normal adult worm lifespan is up to fifteen 
years 

Onchocerca volvulus !

WHO estimated 18 million are infected 

500,000 are visually impaired 

250,000 are blind 
Geographical distribution and pathology of river blindness 

first symptoms:  dermatitis, intense itching 
  subcutaneous nodules 

pathological agents: microfilariae (L1) found  
                                 in skin  



Examples from emerging and re-emerging disease 
Staphylococcus aureus  Profile: 
•  is the most common cause of as called staph infections  

•  it is a spherical bacterium frequently part of the skin 
flora found in the nose and on skin 

•  about 20% of the population are long-term carriers of S. 
aureus 

•  it can cause a range of illnesses from minor skin 
infection to life-threatening diseases such as 
pneumonia and meningitis 

Identified structure based drug design 
targets are: 

•  vital enzymes of the unique Vitamin B1 
(thiamine pyrophosphate TPP) metabolism 

•  because  Vitamin B1 is a essential cofactor 
for several other key enzymes in the 
carbohydrate metabolism 

Collaboration with BNI 

MRSA : methicillin resistant S. aureus  



Vitamin 
B1 Müller, IB et al. (2009) PLoS One 4 (11) 

      Vitamin B1 

TPK 

Pro-drug discovery 

collaboration with ESP 
European Screening Port 



Identifying potential Drug Targets to treat Sleeping Sickness 

Trypanosoma brucei: 
•  is a parasitic microorganism that causes sleeping 

sickness in humans transmitted by the tsetse fly 
•  the disease enters a neurological phase after the 

parasite passes through the blood brain barrier  
•  200 million people are at risk or  affected 
•  60 million people in central africa 
•  300,000 new cases each year 
•  and approx. 40,000 death/year 

•  there is an urgent need for the development of new 
drug therapies as current treatments can prove 
fatal to the patient   Drug Targets: 

•  the life cycle of this protozoa is extremenly 
complex and the autophagic mechanisms we 
identified to be highly different to higher 
eukaryotes 

•  therefore in collaboration with the experts 
from the University of Tübingen (M. 
Duszenko)  we analysed first a ubiquitin like 17 
k Da protein from Trypanosome named ATG8 

•  the surface of the trypanosome is 
covered by a dense coat of ~1x107 
molecules of Variable Surface 
Glycoproteins (VSGs) 

•  this coat enables an infecting T. brucei 
population to persistently evade the 
host's immune system 

10 µm 



Identifying potential Drug Targets to treat Sleeping Sickness 

•  Trypanosoma brucei is a parasitic microorganism 
that causes sleeping sickness in humans transmitted 
by the tsetse fly 

10 µm 

 

R. Koopmann, et al., Autophagy 5:8 1-6 (2009) 



Trypanosoma brucei – Sleeping sickness 

Identifying potential Drug Targets to treat Sleeping Sickness 

We identified another potential drug target: 
a Cathepsin B-like Protease 
which is required for Host Protein Degradation in Trypanosoma 



         In vivo Crystallization 

History & Summary of Status: 
Protein crystallization within cells has been observed several times in nature 

before and was reported first time in 1851 

Prominent examples are: 
 1. Storage Proteins in Seeds,  - as seeds act as storage organs 
 2.  Proteins within secretory granules 
 - example, insulin micro-crystals released from pancreas in the blood  
 - most probably serve as protection from proteolytic processes 
 3. Granulocytes (white blood cell) contain compartments with crystalline 
material - release upon inflammatory response (known since 1851, as Charcot-
Leyden crystals) 
 4. Disease related: 
 - for most proteins crystallization within the cellular environment is to be 
avoided as crystallizations is mostly known to be a sign of a dysfunction: 
 examples are: sickle cell hemoglobin C disease, γ-crystalline protein can lead 
to cataracts and immunoglobulin crystals are associated with tumors 

 5. Virus encapsulation 
 - insect viruses coopt infected cells to express large quantities of proteins 
(polyhedrin, granulin, and speheroidin) these proteins crystallize around the 
virions to provide a protective environment for the viruses after death of the 
insect larve - the bacoluvirus system is today the most used expression 
system, beside E-coli 

In summary: in vivo grown crystals are not passive, they assemble and 
disassemble in response of signals For more information see: 

Doye  &  Poon, Curr. Opion. Colloid. & Interface Science 11 (2006) 40-46 



In vivo Crystallization 

“cells exert a exquisite control over the interprotein interaction”, this knowledge would inspire every 
protein crystallographer” 

 >> changes in the ionic environment 

 >> proteolysis of precursor proteins 

 >> chaperons 

•  however, due to the small size of these in vivo crystals they have not been used for X-ray 
crystallographic analysis so far 

•  we started to utilise this approach in partnership with the University Tübingen already 3-4 years 
ago, at this time mainly looking for applications at 3rd generation SR sources.  

•  however SR diffraction was rather limited 

Harvesting Procedure  



In vivo Crystallization 

The baculovirus/Sf9 system is based on: 
•  site specific transportation of an expression cassette into the baculovirus replacing 

the polyhedrin gene  
•  since the promotor of the polyhedrin gene is permanently activated the respective 

protein in the SF9 system usually highly overexpressed 

Procedures to isolate crystals: 
• cells were lysed 

• subjected to different centrifugation steps 

• resulting in approx.  105  -109  purified crystals in shaken culture after 8 days 



In vivo Crystallization 

•  during the last 2 years we optimized the production, harvesting, and scoring procedures 

•  we prepared nanosized in vivo grown crystals of Trypanosoma enzymes optimizing the SF9/baculovirus 
expression system  

•  approx. 70 h post infection first crystals are visible 

•  and finally we applied with partners at CFEL the emerging method of free-electron laser based serial 
femtosecond crystallography (SFX) to record interpretable diffraction data  

•  this new and combined approach will open new opportunities in structural systems biology 

•  detailed procedures are in press 



5 µm 
0.25 µm 15 µm 

15 µm 

TbCatB: scanning EM of SF9 cells and crystals, b) intracellular crystal, c) crystal formation seen by light microscopy 

TbIMPDH:  scanning EM of SF9 cells and crystals, e) intracellular crystal, f) crystal formation seen by light microscopy 

a 

d 

b c 

e f 

 in vivo grown nano crystals 

IMP: Inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase 



X-ray FELs deliver pulses with 109 
times higher peak brightness than 
synchrotron sources 

Neutze et al., Nature 406 (2000) 

Gaffney and Chapman, Science 316 (2007)  

2 fs 5 fs 10 fs 20 fs 50 fs 

                    New Features for Structural Biology 



                                                         The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) 

XFEL  Structure Analysis 

(a)  Diffraction pattern of a TbCatB nanocrystal recorded from a single shot of pulsed FEL X-rays 
(b)  summarized FEL diffraction pattern from TbCatB crystals in different orientations  
(c)  Plane slices of the reciprocal lattice points from indexed Cathepsin B diffraction patterns 



Chapman et al, Nature 470 (2011)  

Liquid jet 

Interaction 
point 

Fast detectors 

Set Up for Data Collection at  X-ray FELs 
•  each single X-ray pulse is focused to 2.5 x 3 µm2 and hits the 

4 µm diameter water jet containing the in vivo grown crystals  
injected perpendicular to the FEL beam 

•  the diffraction pattern of each single nanocrystal were 
recorded via CCD detectors operating at the 60 Hz repetition 
rate of the X-ray pulses  

Femtosecond X-ray protein nanocrystallography - SFX  

H. Chapman,  et al., Nature 470, 73-78, 2011 



Trypanosoma Cathepsin-B 

1 µm 

Future Application of X-ray FELs 
using in vivo grown nano crystals 

Thomas White et al., J. Applied Cryst 65, 2011 
CrystFEL: A Software suite for snapshot serial 
crystallography  



 FELs for Future Drug Discovery Investigations 



Future Application of X-ray FELs 
using in vivo grown nano crystals 

The advantages of in vivo crystallization are:  

1.   production of post-translational (PTM) modified 
proteins of interest 

 involving addition of hydrophobic groups for membrane localization 

 involving  polyglycosilation 
 involving unique modifications  as methylation 
 involving addition of smaller chemical groups, phosphorylation 

2.  the mechanical and chemical stability of the crystals 
3.  relative easy isolation by spinning down the crystals 

following cell lysis 
4.  the possibility of a preliminary analysis of the 

crystals by EM imaging or DDLS & SHG imaging 
5.  a narrow distribution of sizes and morphologies of 

crystals which benefits the application and analysis 
via SFX at FELs 

6.  and availability of quantities in the range of 109 or 
more 

Trypanos
oma 
Cathepsi
n-B 

1

µ
m



 FELs for Future Drug Discovery Investigations 

Features of in vivo grown crystals: 

•  crystals grown in cells will significantly 
increase the success of 3D structure 
analysis in the future 

•  particularly for proteins that are not 
accessible to conventional X‑ray 
crystallography so far  



1.  structures involved in adhesion and host recognition of 
pathogens  

2.  proteins involved in secretion, replication or transsignaling 
systems 

3.  vital proteins, ideally enzymes, of parasites, viruses, or bacteria 

influenza A N9 neuraminidase 
and its complex with the 

inhibitor 2-deoxy 2,3-dehydro-
N-acetyl neuraminic, 

Zanamivir 
for the sub-family H1N1 : tamiflu / oseltamivir"

Potential targets for nano crystallography 



 Concepts to produce in vivo nano crystals on demand 

for 3rd Generation SR and X-FEL Radiation Sources 



Crystals 

Röntgenstrahlung 
          X-rays 

  Beugungsbild Atommodell 

Modellbau Phasen 

How to make (nano) crystals ?? 

                    2nd ooption to prepare nano-Xtals 

01. – 1.0 mm 



An approach towards rational protein crystallization 

Cooperation with 
University of Lübeck 

Patent is filed 

controlled evapuration 



Scheme of the XtalController 

•  we developed a revolutionary  new crystal-
growth device 

•  it permits charting a course across the phase 
diagram to produce crystalline samples 
optimized for diffraction experiments 

The crystallization experiment is conducted on a single sitting  
microliter- (or smaller) droplet enclosed in a chamber that 
allows  
precise control of: 
•  relative humidity and temperature  
•  and allows dispensing  precipitant, water, and other additives  
   in pico-liter increments  



Scheme of the  Xtal-Controller and  
Functions within 

•  The crystallization pathway is recorded, may be edited and 
simplified, and may be reproduced in an automated fashion 



Controlled crystal growth for  
SR and FEL applications 

Millimeter-scale production of optimized crystals of 
crotamine  
The video was constructed from screen images grabbed at 
roughly regular intervals over the course of the experiment. 

Sample:  
8µl droplet of crotamine (20 mg/ml in H2O) isolated from 
Crotalus durissus terrificus, 4.9 kDa.  
Nanodrop generator adding precipitant loaded with 1.9 M 
ammonium sulfate in 0.2 M sodium isothiocyanate, pH 6.1. 

Top half:   
Sample parameters shown as curves over time.  Experiment spanned 28h:45m 

Ordinates are the sample parameter variables 
 red:  relative humidity [%] inside the process chamber 
 magenta:  air temperature [°C] inside the process chamber 
 turquoise:  sample mass [g] 

Lower left:  Microscope image of the protein droplet over course of the experiment. A red laser beam passes through the sample, 
necessary for the in situ DLS measurements.  
Lower mid:  Radius profile from DLS over time.  Initial DLS measurements show a RH=1.0-1.5 nm 
Lower right: Count rate of scattered photons over time. Important phases of crystal growth process 
Abscissa is time h:m:s  :: 

0:03-0:04:  addition of 4.5µl precipitant solution to droplet  
13:58:00:  produces increase in sample mass and blip in relative humidity.    
0:04-30:   evaporation rate is set for a 50% sample mass reduction in 10800 s, shown as slow trend   
0:49-1:16:   the crotamine crystals grow fast over a period of 10 hours. DLS is switched off  
0:55:  after the presence of crystals is detected. Crystals reach final diameter 



Crontolled crystal growth for  
SR and FEL applications 



Crontolled crystal growth for  
SR and FEL applications 

Production of micro-scale crystals of mistletoe lectin  

Top half:      
As before, sample parameters shown as curves over time. 
Experiment spanned approx. 10 hours. 

Ordinates are the sample parameter variables 
red:  relative humidity [%] inside the process chamber 
magenta:  air temperature [°C] inside the process chamber 
turquoise:  sample mass [g] 
green: ammonium sulfate concentration [mol/L] of the sample 

Below left: sample drop 
(10.0 µl MLI, 1.9 mg/ml, in 0.2 M glycine-HCl, pH 2.5) 

Nano-drop generator 1:  
 H2O filtered and degassed 

Nano-drop generator 2:   
precipitant, 2 M ammonium sulfate in 0.2 M glycine-HCl, pH 2.5, also 
filtered and degassed 

Below right:   
Radius profile from DLS over time. 

At the beginning:   
The measured particle size distribution of ML-I indicates 
the protein solution is almost mono-disperse, with particles 
of RH of 5.7 nm. 

At about 12:45, after 45 min:  
The addition of precipitant begins. The precipitant 
concentration is increased up to 0.75 mol/L.  

After about 2.6 h: 
Nucleation is detected (visible in the radius distribution 
screen, lower right). 

At about 4 h: 
Evaporation is induced in the drop. Drop mass goes down 
and precipitant concentration increases. 



Crontolled crystal growth for  
SR and FEL applications 



Crontolled crystal growth for  
SR and FEL applications 

Production of nano-scale crystals of mistletoe lectin I 

Top half:  
As before, sample parameters shown as curves over time. 
Experiment spanned approx. 10 hours. 

Ordinates are the sample parameter variables 

red:  relative humidity [%] inside the process chamber 
magenta:  air temperature [°C] inside the process chamber 
turquoise:  sample mass [g] 
green: ammonium sulfate concentration [mol/L] of the sample 

Below left: 
sample drop  
(9.8 µl MLI, 1.9 mg/ml, in 0.2 M glycine-HCl, pH 2.5) 

Nano-drop generator 1:   
 H2O filtered and degassed 

Nano-drop generator 2:  
precipitant, 2 M ammonium sulfate in 0.2 M glycine-HCl, pH 
2.5, filtered and degassed 

Below right:   
Radius profile from DLS over time. 

At the beginning:  
The measured particle size distribution of ML-I indicates the 
protein solution is almost mono-disperse, with particles of RH of 
5.7 nm.  
After 1 h and 25 min:  
The addition of precipitant begins. The precipitant concentration is 
increased up to 0.75 mol/L, inducing nucleation (visible at the 
radius distribution screen) at approx. 2.6 h. 
 After 3 h: 
Nano-crystals are obtained by increasing the precipitant 
concentration to 0.79 mol/L. At that precipitant concentration, an 
intensive nucleation signal becomes visible.  
At approx. 5 h and 20 min: 
The precipitant concentration was increased to 0.85 mol/L in a 
third precipitant addition step.   
After approx. 60 h: 
Nano-crystals were detected via electron microscope  



Nano Crytals for Free-Electron-Laser Application 



Monitoring Receptor-Ligand Binding 

radius receptor: 1,7 nm 

radius of a complex with ligand: 2.9 nm 



Near Future : XtalController  
Final Version 

CCD-camera 

Microscope-optics 

Ultra-sensitive balance 

Prozess chamber 
Micro dosage system 

Patent: 10 2010 025 842 A1 2012.01.05  



Xtal-Controller  
a novel strategie to produce protein crystals 

Prozess chamber 
Ultra-sensitive balance 

Micro dosage system 
Shifting mechanics 

sample 
Microscope-optics 

CCD-camera 

The Xtal Controller is a modular system 

Several process chambers 
can be operated simultaniously. 

Three Units of the Xtal-Controller 



Nano Crystals Production-Platform 

A combination of the proposed robotic and analytical techniques 
will allow a production of nano crystals 
suitable and of high interest for future 

SR and FEL applications 
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